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ABSTRACT

Using a nonlinear ‘‘reduced gravity’’ model it is shown analytically that a large buoyant midlatitude outflow
situated along the northern boundary of a b-plane ocean produces an unusually broad westward flow. The steady
nonlinear outflow consists of a narrow jet (whose width is the familiar midlatitude Rossby radius) and a broad,
nearly stagnant region whose width is the equatorial Rossby radius. The steady, inviscid solution reported here
is constructed with the aid of the momentum-flux equation. For high-Rossby-number flows (i.e., zero potential
vorticity flows), the total outflow’s width is ;1.228 times the equatorial Rossby radius. A finite potential vorticity
outflow produces a slightly narrower westward flow. The above solution breaks down in the linear limit, and it
is expected that a linear outflow would consist of a single flow whose width is on the order of the midlatitude
Rossby radius. Numerical simulations are in very good agreement with the above nonlinear solution. The new
southward outflow solution reported here complements recently derived solutions for northward outflows, east-
ward outflows, and westward outflows. In the earlier northward outflow case (i.e., a light water source situated
along a southern boundary), a chain of westward-propagating eddies and an eastward current are produced. This
corresponds to the situation in the Gulf of Mexico where Loop Current eddies are generated. In the earlier
eastward outflow case (i.e., a light water source situated along a western boundary), a steady gyre is generated.
This corresponds to the Tsugaru gyre (in the western Pacific) and the Alboran gyre (in the western Mediterranean).
In the earlier westward outflow case (i.e., a source situated along an eastern boundary), a chain of westward-
propagating eddies and a northward current are produced. (The Southern Hemisphere analog of this case cor-
responds to the generation of teddies and the Leeuwin Current.) A new solution with the new length scale
corresponds to outflows such as the one associated with the surface flow (from the Atlantic to the Caribbean)
through the Windward or Mona Passage. At present, there are no observations that can support or reject the
scales suggested by the authors.

1. Introduction

The manner in which water of anomalous density
empties (from a point source) into an ocean has been
of theoretical interest to oceanographers for decades. In
everyday life, a source of anomalous water emptying
into a large container tends to spread evenly in all di-
rections. In the ocean, however, the earth’s rotation tends
to confine the outflow to the coast (in the Kelvin wave
sense) forming an alongshore current. Various attempts
have been made to understand how the anomalous water
is distributed once it debouches into an f -plane ocean
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(e.g., Takano 1954, 1955; Defant 1961, chapter 16; Nof
1978a,b; Garvine 1987, 1996, 2001; Chao and Boicourt
1986; O’Donnell 1990; Oey and Mellor 1993; Koura-
falou et al. 1996; Yankovsky and Chapman 1997). By
and large, these studies assume that an outflow on an
f plane ultimately reaches a steady state. They show a
clear turning of the flow to the right and a gyre to the
right of the exit. Recent analytical and numerical studies
have shown that an inviscid outflow from a point source
on an f plane cannot be steady (see Pichevin and Nof
1997; Nof and Pichevin 2001). Furthermore, numerical
simulations and analytical work demonstrate that the
outflow balloons in the sense that a forever-growing
eddy is generated near the coast (Pichevin and Nof 1997;
Fong 1998; Nof and Pichevin 2001; Horner et al. 2000);
that is, a part of the outflow goes into a gyre and the
remaining part goes into a boundary current.

These f -plane results are consistent with those of
Whitehead (1985) who showed that a jet impinging on
a wall must split into two branches. There are, of course,
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FIG. 1. The four scenarios of the b-plane outflow problem: a northward outflow (Pichevin and
Nof 1997) is situated next to a southern boundary, a westward outflow is situated along an eastern
boundary (Nof et al. 2002), a southward outflow is situated next to a northern boundary (present
article), and an eastward outflow is situated next to a western boundary (Nof and Pichevin 1999).
The southward outflow, which is the focus of this study, is the only case in which neither a steady
gyre nor eddies are formed.

exceptions to the general nonsteady solution—an out-
flow from a channel oriented almost parallel to the coast
can be steady (Garvine 2001; Horner et al. 2000) be-
cause the momentum-flux deficit is very small and an
outflow from a gradually broadening channel can also
be steady (Whitehead and Miller 1979; Bormans and
Garrett 1989) because the excess momentum flux is ex-
erted on the walls.

On a b plane (which is our focus here) the situation
is still more complicated. There are four possible sce-
narios—a northward outflow, a westward outflow, a
southward outflow, and an eastward outflow (Fig. 1)—
all of which have different solutions. Of these four, three
outflows (northward, westward, and eastward) involve
eddies or gyres. These three have been addressed pre-
viously in Pichevin and Nof (1997), Nof and Pichevin
(1999), and in Nof et al. (2002). The last unsolved case
of this category, which is the focus of this study, is the
southward outflow (which, as we shall see, does not
involve eddies). Ironically, it is the simplest solution of
the four and yet was the most difficult for us to obtain
(probably because we erroneously assumed a priori that
it would also involve eddies). We shall show analytically
in sections 2 and 3 that the formation of a very broad
current is a fundamental property of any nonlinear
southward outflow regardless of the fluid’s vorticity. It
results from the impossibility of balancing the flow force

(associated with the alongshore current) without the es-
tablishment of such a broad current.

Using a numerical reduced-gravity model (of the
Bleck and Boudra type) we shall then show that, as the
analytical solution predicts, the variation of the Coriolis
parameter with latitude produces such a broad current
(section 4). The derivation of this solution as well as
the proceeding numerical simulations are the main new
aspects of this article. Last, possible application of the
models to the surface flow in the Windward and Mona
Passages is discussed and the results are summarized
(section 5).

2. Formulation

This section describes the physics of the problem and
the mathematical approach. Consider a southward point
source carrying relatively light water (of density r) emp-
tying into an otherwise stagnant ocean (with density r
1 Dr). As the light current exits the point source it
must turn to the right (in the Northern Hemisphere) and
hug the coast because this is the direction in which
Kelvin waves will propagate and this is the only place
where such a current can have a finite cross-sectional
area. As in Nof (1988), Pichevin and Nof (1997), and
Nof and Pichevin (1999, 2001), we will neglect the point
source contribution to the alongshore momentum flux.
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FIG. 2a. Schematic diagram of the model under study. A southward
source carrying water with density ( r ) empties into an otherwise
stagnant ocean with density (r 1 Dr). Assuming (and later verifying
with the numerical simulations) that there is an inviscid steady state
corresponding to the current hugging the coastline on the right-hand
side (looking downstream), one finds that the momentum imparted
on the region bounded by ADCBA by the water exiting through AD
is balanced by the westward b force associated with the current.
Without loss of generality we may choose c 5 0 along the front (h
5 0).

FIG. 2b. Schematic diagram of the downstream flow (i.e., the flow
in section AD shown in Fig. 2a). Next to the wall a broad, nearly
stagnant region is established. This region is of the equatorial Rossby
radius scale. On the left-hand side (looking downstream) a swift jet
(with the conventional midlatitude Rossby radius width) is estab-
lished. In the zero potential vorticity case (shown), the velocity within
the jet is linearly distributed and goes to zero along the edge of the
stagnant region. In the finite potential vorticity case (not shown), the
velocity decays exponentially to zero. The undisturbed thickness H
is related to the outflow’s mass flux Q by H 5 (2 f 0Q/g9)1/2.

This is done on the grounds that, at the point source,
the velocities go to infinity because of the finite mass
flux and infinitesimal cross-sectional area. The local
Rossby number (based on the velocities and dimensions
of the point source) is, therefore, infinite implying that,
at the point source and its immediate vicinity, the effect
of the earth’s rotation is negligible. Consequently, just
like the familiar potential flow solution for a point
source, our source is symmetrical relative to the y axis
[i.e., us, the speed at the source, obeys us(y) 5 us(2y)]
despite the presence of rotation [see, e.g., Nof (1988),
his Fig. 4 and section 7]. Although it is not necessary,
one can alternatively assume that the outflow is fed by
a very narrow channel (perpendicular to the coast) con-
taining streamlines parallel to the channel walls (see
Pichevin and Nof 1997).

Assuming that, on a b plane, a steady state can be
reached and integrating the steady nonlinear alongshore
momentum equation over the (fixed) region (S) bounded
by the dashed line ADCBA shown in Fig. 2a we get

]u ]u ]h
hu 1 hy 2 f yh 1 g9h dx dy 5 0, (2.1)EE 1 2]x ]y ]xS

where f 5 f 0 1 by, h is the thickness of the light water
(i.e., h [ 0 outside the current), S is the integration area,
and the remaining notation is conventional. (Note that,

for convenience, the variables are defined in both the
text and the appendix.) We shall see shortly that (2.1)
implies a balance between the b-induced excess Coriolis
force resulting from the turning of the fluid (as it exits
the source) and the momentum flux of the downstream
jet. This balance is byyh ; O(hu ]u/]x). Using conti-
nuity, we find that this balance implies an outflow width
L given by

1/2 1/4 1/2L ; (U/b) ; (g9H) /b ,

which is the equatorial Rossby radius. This outflow scal-
ing is identical to the Rhines eddy length scale (Rhines
1975) but the similarity between the two is simply due
to the fact that the equatorial Rossby radius is a fun-
damental property, so it is relevant to many different
problems. In contrast to the Rhines scale, our present
scale is not derived from turbulent eddy dynamics and,
more important, it involves inertial rather than geo-
strophic terms.

Using the continuity equation and a streamfunction
c (defined by ]c/]x 5 yh; ]c/]y 5 2uh), (2.1) can be
written as

] ]
2(hu ) 1 (huy) dx dyEE [ ]]x ]yS

2]c g9 ](h )
2 f dx dy 1 dx dy 5 0, (2.1a)EE EE]x 2 ]xS S
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FIG. 3. A schematic diagram of the (hypothetical) steady config-
uration shown by Pichevin and Nof (1997) and Nof and Pichevin
(2001) to be impossible on both an f plane and on a b plane. In this
scenario, a steady inviscid outflow cannot exist because the along-
shore momentum flux of the downstream current is not balanced. As
a result of this impossibility, the eddy grows and the downstream
current mass flux q is smaller than the incoming mass flux Q. On a
b plane, the eddy detaches periodically from the source because, once
it reaches a large enough size, its westward drift exceeds its growth
rate.

FIG. 4. Nondimensional f -plane thickness contours (h/H) for a zero
PV outflow. Note that the gyre is growing in time. Physical constants:
f 5 1024 s21; g9 5 2 3 1022 m s22; Q 5 20 Sv; Rd 5 30 km; H
5 450 m; grid size Dx 5 Dy 5 3.6 km; time step, Dt 5 5 min; eddy
viscosity, 360 m2 s21. Adapted from Nof and Pichevin (2001).

which, with the aid of Green’s theorem, can be simpli-
fied to

2 2huy dx 2 (hu 1 g9h /2 2 f c) dy 5 0, (2.1b)6 6
f f

where f is the boundary of S.
Noting that along the zonal boundary (i.e., dy [ 0)

at least one of the three variables h, u, and y is zero
and, defining c 5 0 where h 5 0, one finds that (2.1b)
can also be written as

0

2 2(hu 1 g9h /2 2 f c) dy 5 0. (2.2)E
2L

Assuming (and later verifying with our numerical ex-
periments) that the downstream flow (Fig. 2b) is parallel
to the wall and, hence, geostrophic in CD (so that fu
5 2g9]h/]y, which, upon multiplication by h and in-
tegration in y from the current edge to a point within
the current, gives fc 5 g9h2/2 1 b c dy), relationy#2L

(2.2) reduces to the simple relationship

0 0 y

2hu dy 2 b c dy dy 5 0, (2.3)E E E1 2[ ]
2L 2L 2L

where L is the unknown width of the current down-
stream.

Equation (2.3) is the key to our solution. The first
term is the simple well-known jet force, but the second
is not so simple and is not so well known. Several com-
ments should be made before discussing its meaning.
First, (2.3) shows that, in the absence of b (i.e., an f -
plane outflow), a nonlinear outflow can never have a
steady solution because the jet force [i.e., the first term
in (2.3)] cannot be balanced. This case was discussed
in detail in Pichevin and Nof (1997) and Nof and Pich-
evin (2001) who showed that a forever-growing eddy

(bulge) is established near the mouth (Figs. 3 and 4).
Namely, in this case, part of the mass flux goes into a
steadily growing eddy and the remaining part goes into
an alongshore current. Note that, in the linear limit, a
steady f -plane outflow is possible because the velocity
and its square are very small so that (2.3) is automat-
ically satisfied.

Second, in the nonlinear limit considered here, a
steady solution can be established only if the second
term (the b force) balances the first (the jet force). Since
bRd/ f is usually small [;O(0.01)], we immediately see
that, in order for this to happen, L must be large. It is
a simple matter to see that, under such conditions, L ;
O[(g9H)1/4/b1/2]; that is, the flow scale must be of the
equatorial Rossby radius, which is equivalent to stating
that L ; O[Rd/(bRd/ f )1/2]. We shall see later that the
manner in which the flow achieves this large width is
as follows. Near the coast a broad nearly stagnant region
(with the equatorial Rossby radius scale L) is generated.
Adjacent to this sluggish region a jet of conventional
Rossby radius is established (on the ocean side). Hence,
the jet force that we speak about is analogous to that
associated with a conventional boundary current. The
b force, on the other hand, is primarily associated with
the region near the source where the outflow turns to-
ward the west. Physically, this means that the outflow
simply broadens itself until it is wide enough for the
two terms in (2.3) to balance each other. As mentioned,
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it is not a simple matter to understand what the second
represents and why it is a westward force. This is ex-
plained in the next section.

Third, the above balance of forces holds regardless
of the fluid’s potential vorticity (PV). The nearly stag-
nant region is established by friction that comes in and
alters the potential vorticity until the necessary vorticity
is created. Last, we point out that the above balance of
forces may not exist in the case of a curved coastline
or a bottom topography that depends on x because, under
such conditions, the flow force may be exerted on the
bottom rather than the fluid. We shall return to this
important point in section 6.

We shall now explain the nature of the second (b)
term in (2.3). The origin of the term is the planetary
vorticity gradient force:

F 5 ( f yh 2 g9hh ) dx dy, (2.4)b EE x

S

where, for the southward outflow case, S is the shaded
area in Fig. 2a. We first note that the Bernoulli principle
[(u2 1 y2)/2 1 g9h 5 const along a streamline] implies
that the velocity is constant along the front (h 5 0).
Next, we note that downstream (say, at A9 shown in
Fig. 2a) the Coriolis force associated with this velocity
is balanced by the pressure gradient force. Upstream,
where the southward frontal flow turns westward (sec-
tion B9A9 shown in Fig. 2a), there is a larger Coriolis
parameter (due to b) implying a larger Coriolis force
and an excess westward force. This is why (2.4) implies
a westward force.

In our present situation (southward outflow), the flow
reaches a steady state simply by expanding to a length
scale comparable to the equatorial Rossby radius. In the
northward outflow case discussed by Pichevin and Nof
(1997), the two forces are in the same sense so that a
steady flow cannot be reached. (Note that, in this north-
ward flow case, the scale of the flow is the familiar
midlatitude Rossby radius so that the b force is small
and unimportant.)

3. Solution

A schematic diagram of the downstream solution is
shown in Fig. 2b. As mentioned, in order for the balance
given by (2.3) to hold, a broad flow field is established.
This way the second term can become as large as the
first one (even if the transport c is of order unity). In
this scenario the jet on the left-hand side (looking down-
stream) is of the conventional midlatitude Rossby radius
(Rd) but the sluggish interior is of the equatorial Rossby
radius Rde. It is assumed here (and later verified with
the numerics) that friction has brought the region into
which the outflow does not penetrate quickly to rest.

The ratio between the two scales Rd/Rde is O[(bRd/
f 0)1/2], which is usually small, typically ;O(0.1). In
view of this, the second term in (2.3) can be approxi-

mated by an integration over the sluggish interior.
Namely, (2.3) can be approximated by

0 2g9HL
2hu dy 5 b . (3.1)E 4 f02L

In what follows, this equation will be used to construct
the solution for both zero and finite potential vorticity
flows.

a. Zero potential vorticity

In this case (i.e., yx 2 uy 1 f 5 0), the speed within
the jet is linearly distributed:

u 5 f (y 2 w 1 L), (3.2)

where (L 2 w) is the interior width and w 5
(g9H )1/2 / f 0 (Fig. 3). This velocity reaches a max-Ï2

imum (2 fw) near the outer edge (y 5 2L) and zero
along the boundary between the jet and the sluggish
interior (y 5 2L 1 w). Geostrophy shows that the
thickness within the jet is parabolic:

2 2 2h 5 2 f (y 1 L) /2g9 1 f w(y 1 L)/g9,0 0 (3.3)

where, again, w 5 Ï2(g9H)1/2/ f 0. This thickness van-
ishes along the outer edge (y 5 2L) and reaches the
value H along the inner edge (i.e., y 5 2L 1 w).

Substitution of (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.1) ultimately
leads to

1/2 1/4Ï216 (g9H )
L 5 5 1.228R , (3.4)de1/21 215 b

where, as before, H 5 (2 f 0 Q/g9)1/2 and Rde is the equa-
torial Rossby radius, (g9H)1/4/b1/2. This is our desired
solution for the downstream outflow width.

b. Finite potential vorticity

We shall now consider two cases of finite potential
vorticity flows. In the first case, the potential vorticity
depth Hp is identical to the undisturbed depth H and in
the second the two depths are not necessarily the same;
that is, Hp ± H.

1) Hp 5 H

In this case both velocity and thickness decay ex-
ponentially with y/Rd and the velocity has a maximum
value of (g9H)1/2 along the edge (h 5 0). In a similar
fashion to the zero potential vorticity calculation, one
ultimately finds

1/2 1/42 (g9H )
L 5 5 0.816R . (3.5)de1/21 23 b

We see that the finite PV outflow is narrower than that
of the zero PV outflow because the velocities and, hence,
the jet force are smaller.
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2) Hp ± H

In this case the velocity and thickness profiles have
both an exponential growth and an exponential decay.
Although the solution is straightforward, its derivation
is somewhat tedious. The jet’s velocity and thickness
profiles are

A b g9
2y /R y /Rd du 5 e 2 e and (3.6)1 2R R fd d 0

2y /R y /Rd dh 5 Ae 1 Be 1 H , (3.7)p

where Rd 5 Hp/ f 0, and A and B are constants thatÏg9
need to be determined. The thickness h vanishes at y 5
2L and the velocity u vanishes at the edge of the stag-
nant region, y 5 2L 1 w (where w is the width of the
jet). Also, the thickness must match at the edge of the
stagnant region (y 5 2L 1 2); that is, h 5 H there.
These three conditions enable us to find the solution for
the three unknowns A, B, and w. By defining E 5

e , the following three algebraic equations are ob-w/Rd

tained from the above conditions:

2A 5 BE , (3.8)
2A 1 BE 1 (H 2 H )E 5 0, and (3.9)p

A 1 B 1 H 5 0. (3.10)p

Noting that E must be positive and that E → ` in the
limit Hp → H, one finds after some algebra

2 2 1/22H 2 [H 2 (H 2 H ) ]p p pE 5 , (3.11)
(H 2 H )p

2 2A 5 2E H /(1 1 E ), and (3.12)p

2B 5 2H /(1 1 E ), (3.13)p

which now enables us to solve the problem. Substitution
of (3.12)–(3.13) into (3.1) gives [via Mathematica soft-
ware (Wolfram 1996)] the desired expression for L:

1/25/22 2 4 2 2 1/4H2 (E 2 1)(1 1 10E 1 E ) 2 12E (1 1 E ) log(E ) (g9H )pL 5 , (3.14)
2 3 1/21 2[ ]3 (1 1 E ) H b

FIG. 5. The analytical solution for the general finite potential vor-
ticity case: Hp is the potential vorticity depth and H is the thickness
of the stagnant region [related to the transport by H 5 (2 f 0Q/g9)1/2].
Note that H/Hp → 0 is the zero PV limit [L/Rde 5 ( 16/15)1/2] andÏ2
that H/Hp → 1 is the finite PV limit for our special case, [L/Rde 5
(2/3)1/2]. Also, note that despite the broad range of H/Hp, the differ-
ence between the zero PV and finite PV is not that large.

where E is given by (3.11). This solution (which is
shown in Fig. 5) completes the derivation of the ana-
lytical solution, which as we shall see in the next section,
compares favorably with the numerical simulations.

4. Numerical simulations

To further analyze the validity of our assumptions
(e.g., that the flow is parallel to the wall downstream),
we shall now present numerical simulations and quan-
titatively analyze the results.

a. Numerical model description

We used the Bleck and Boudra (1986) reduced-grav-
ity isopycnic model with a passive lower layer and em-
ployed the Orlanski (1976) second-order radiation con-
dition for the open boundary in the west. We found that
this condition is satisfactory because the downstream
streamlines were not significantly disturbed when they
crossed the boundary. To speed up the experiments
(which make our runs more economical) and reduce the
effect of friction, we used a magnified value for b in
most of our experiments. Specifically, we performed
two kinds of experiments. The first kind were those with
an intense zero potential vorticity outflow, whereas the
second group were those with a finite potential vorticity.
Within each group the results were very similar to each
other and, consequently, we present here only one ex-
periment of each group. As is typical for these kinds of

experiments, our wall was slippery and we took the
vorticity to be zero next to it.

For economical reasons, the runs were conducted with
a (magnified) b of 10210 m21 s21 that shortens the in-
tegration period because it increases the Rossby wave
speed. We chose a relatively high resolution correspond-
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ing to Dx 5 Dy 5 5.4 km. For numerical stability, we
chose an eddy viscosity of 500 m2 s21; the time step
was 5 min and the undisturbed thickness H was 470 m.
These choices are certainly adequate for a Rossby radius
of 30 km (corresponding to a g9 of 2 3 1022 m s22 and
f 0 5 1024 s21). Furthermore, these choices always al-
lowed for at least 10 grid points across the downstream
current, which is also adequate. Our mass flux was al-
ways 22 Sv (Sv [ 106 m3 s21) and we used a narrow
feeding channel instead of a point source. We chose the
channel width so that the upper-layer thickness was zero
along the left wall (looking downstream); the thickness
along the right wall was 470 m. We ran both the zero
PV and the finite PV experiment for a long enough time
(2300 days) so that the initial eddy (which will be short-
ly discussed) was removed.

b. Results

The results are shown in Figs. 6–9. All show rea-
sonable agreement with the theory despite the fact that
the error in the approximation is relatively large [O(bRd/
f 0)1/2, which is roughly 0.2]. Initially, immediately after
the light fluid starts pouring into the basin, the outflow
is too small to sense b. Consequently, the solution is
the Nof and Pichevin (2001) f -plane solution; that is,
a growing eddy is established to the right of the source
(looking downstream). After some time, however, the
eddy becomes large enough to sense b and it is gradually
forced westward. Ultimately, the influence of b is so
large that the tendency of the eddy to drift westward
exceeds its growth rate so that it detaches and drifts
westward. Later on it is removed from the area alto-
gether and, at that point, it completes its role in the
establishment of the outflow.

Two additional points should be made about the eddy.
First, stationary anticyclones next to a wall leak fluid
on the left (looking onshore) but our eddy is moving
so that the leak is ‘‘swallowed’’ by the migrating eddy.
Second, lenses embedded in a lower layer of finite depth
are unstable (e.g., Saunders 1973; Griffiths and Linden
1981) but they are stable in an infinitely deep lower
layer (Paldor and Nof 1990), which is the case here.

Figures 6 and 7 show that, as the theory predicts, a
long broad current is indeed established (after the initial
eddy has moved downstream). The flow separates from
the wall to the right of the source but this has no bearing
on our solution, even in the limit of no viscosity (which
may involve velocity discontinuities) because the equa-
tions that are used must still be satisfied. We see that
the velocities in the nearly stagnant region are, indeed,
very small in comparison with the speeds within the jet.
Specifically, the thickness contours clearly show that
the speeds there are no more than 10% of those within
the jet.

In some sense, Fig. 8 is the ‘‘backbone’’ of our an-
alytical–numerical comparison because it shows the mo-
mentum balance corresponding to (2.3). We see that,

although the fluxes vary with time, at each moment the
integrated forces balance each other. Namely, Fig. 8
illustrates that there are no unaccounted forces and that,
despite the fact that frictional effects may accumulate
over time to become an important effect (in some sense),
at each moment in time the inviscid balance of forces
is an excellent approximation to the problem. Figure 9
shows a comparison of the analytical and numerical
widths of the zero and finite PV outflows. The error is
less than 15%, which is well within the error of the
calculation resulting from the neglect of the jet’s width
in comparison with the width of the nearly stagnant
region [as mentioned earlier, it is ;O(bRd/ f 0)1/2, which
is roughly 0.2]. Aside from this neglect, there are two
additional differences between the numerics and the an-
alytics. One is associated with the assumption that, be-
cause of frictional effects, the region into which the jet
does not penetrate is motionless. In reality, the speeds
there are small, about a tenth of the speed in the jet (see
Figs. 6 and 7), but they are not entirely negligible. The
second difference results from frictional effects that
cause lateral spreading of both the jet and the nearly
stagnant region.

Since the speeds in the zero PV case are greater than
those of the finite PV case, friction is more important
in the former and, as expected, the discrepancy between
the numerics and the analytics is greater. To verify that
friction can indeed bring the region near the wall to rest,
even when the PV has to change significantly, we also
conducted a numerical simulation with incoming cy-
clonic rather than anticyclonic vorticity. We took the
incoming shear to be f /2, the width w to be 43 km, H
to be 470 m, and the discharge to be again 22 Sv. In
this case, the PV was obviously not uniform and cor-
responded to the region outside the range shown in Fig.
9. The results were very similar to our other experi-
ments. This is not very surprising given the fairly weak
dependence of the solution on the PV (Fig. 9).

c. Limitations

As is usually the case, the analytical and numerical
models both have their limitations. The two most im-
portant weaknesses of the analytical solution result from
the fact that we did not find the complete first-order
solution and the use of a 1½-layer model. (Note that
the latter limitation is also present in the numerics.) We
shall take these two issues one by one. The first limi-
tation can be important because the complete first-order
solution (i.e., the solution for both upstream and down-
stream fields) may impose constraints that may restrict
the validity of our solution. Our second limitation (re-
sulting from the 1½-layer approach) excludes baroclinic
instabilities (of both the initial eddy and the downstream
current) and prevents the radiation of energy outward.
This essentially eliminates a nonfrictional decay from
the problem.
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FIG. 6. (Top three panels) Nondimensional thickness contours for a southward outflow with zero potential vorticity. We see that, after an
initial eddy is produced (á là Nof and Pichevin 2001), a steady broad current is established. The gradient of the thickness contours clearly
shows that most of the outflow is nearly stagnant but that a swift jet is present away from the wall. Specifically, the gradients (and, hence,
the speeds) in the nearly stagnant regions are about 1/10 of what they are within the jet. (bottom) For a comparison, a northward eddy-
producing outflow (Pichevin and Nof 1997) is also shown. Note that the meridional scale is stretched to show the structure of the southward
outflow more clearly. As a result, the bottom-panel eddies appear to be very elongated.
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FIG. 7. Same as the zero potential vorticity case (Fig. 6) except that the outflow’s potential
vorticity is now finite (Hp 5 1100 m; H 5 470 m). It shows that the difference between the two
is minimal.
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FIG. 8. The numerical jet force (solid line) and the b force (dashed
line) corresponding to (2.3). The two terms are almost identical, in-
dicating that (2.3) is a valid approximation to the balance. The nu-
merical measurements were made at x/Rd 5 232. The apparent steadi-
ness of the momentum flux is due to the integration, which smooths
variations. The details of the flow are not that steady (Figs. 6 and 7).

FIG. 9. The analytical (dashed lines) and numerical (solid lines)
widths (at x/Rd 5 232) for the zero and finite potential vorticity
experiments. The difference between the analytics and the numerics
is less than 15%, indicating that our approximations are valid. This
difference is primarily because of three flow properties. The first is
that the neglected terms in the analytics are of O(bRd/ f )1/2, which is
approximately 0.18. The second is that what is assumed to be stagnant
in the analytics is not exactly stagnant in the numerics, and the third
is that friction tends to spread the flow.

5. Summary and discussion

We have considered here the last unsolved case of a
nonlinear, inviscid outflow debouching into a square
basin on a b plane. It is the case of a southward outflow
(Fig. 1). It turns out that this outflow behaves very dif-
ferently from the other three that were considered earlier
[northward (Pichevin and Nof 1997), eastward (Nof and
Pichevin 1999), and westward (Nof et al. 2002)] because
it is the only one that does not involve a stationary eddy
or periodically generated eddies (Fig. 1). It is for this
reason (and our misconception that it should involve
eddies) that it was the most difficult solution for us to
obtain even though it is by far the simplest solution of
the four.

The results of our theory can be summarized as fol-
lows:

1) The nonlinear inviscid southern outflow involves a
very broad westward flow consisting of a nearly stag-
nant region near the wall and a jet on the ocean side
(see Fig. 2b and the numerical results shown in the
upper three panels of Figs. 6 and 7). The nearly
stagnant region width is on the order of the equatorial
Rossby radius, Rde [ (g9H)1/4/b1/2. [It is 1.228Rde for

a zero PV outflow and 0.816 Rde for a uniform PV
whose potential vorticity depth matches the undis-
turbed depth. It is given by (3.14) for the most gen-
eral case of a uniform PV whose potential vorticity
depth does not necessarily match the undisturbed
depth.] The jet’s width is the familiar midlatitude
Rossby radius Rd.

2) The general analytical solution (3.4), (3.5), and
(3.14) corresponds to a balance between two along-
shore forces, the rocketlike ‘‘jet’’ force resulting
from the dynamic momentum flux of the intense nar-
row flow near the edge and the westward b-induced
force associated with the nearly stagnant region
(2.3). Such a balance does not hold in the northward
outflow case (examined by Pichevin and Nof 1997)
because, in that case, the jet and b forces are pointing
in the same direction. As a result, an entirely dif-
ferent, time-dependent balance takes place and ed-
dies are generated on the west side (Figs. 6 and 7,
lower panels).

3) The above results are in very good agreement with
the numerics (Figs. 8 and 9). The main difference
between the analytical and the numerical simulations
is the neglect of the jet’s width and friction in the
analytics.

4) Friction enters the problem in two ways. First, it
brings the region into which the steady outflow does
not penetrate (i.e., the broad region next to the wall)
to rest by changing its potential vorticity. Second, it
spreads the jet, causing it to broaden downstream.

The above calculation should have numerous appli-
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cations (e.g., the surface waters flowing from the At-
lantic to the Caribbean via the Windward and Mona
Passages), but it is one of these rare cases in which the
theory is ahead of the observations simply because there
are presently no measurements to support or refute it.
Although measurements in and around those passages
have been made (e.g., Johns et al. 1998), it is not pres-
ently possible to say what the downstream width is. One
would hope that general numerical simulations would
help to bridge this gap, but such models do not usually
resolve the passage dynamics so that they cannot be
used for this purpose. It is hoped that this study will
encourage future observational programs to look at the
outflow length-scale issue.

It is important to realize that, even if the observations
of the relevant outflows were easy to conduct, it is still
not clear that they can be easily compared to the theory.
The theory ignores the effects of winds, tides, and fric-
tion, and all of these can, no doubt, alter the results
dramatically, particularly if the outflow does not carry
a significant amount of anomalous water. Although this
is definitely a limitation of our study, it should be kept
in mind that the three complementary cases shown in
Fig. 1 (northward outflow, eastward outflow, westward
outflow) do show good agreement with observations,
indicating that the effects of winds, tides, and friction
can be, at least in some cases, marginal. Last, it will be
useful to extend the theory to the cases in which the
walls are slanted so that a combination of the four cases
shown in Fig. 1 will be active. Namely, it will be useful
to extend the square basin (shown in Fig. 1) to a basin
with the shape of a hexagon.
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APPENDIX

List of Variables

f Coriolis parameter
f 0 Coriolis parameter at the origin
FB Planetary gradient force
g9 Reduced gravity
h Thickness
H Undisturbed depth
Hp Potential vorticity depth
L Length scale in the y direction
Q Incoming mass flux
Rd Rossby radius
Rde Equatorial Rossby radius
S Integration area
u, y Velocity in the x and y directions

us Speed at the source
U, V Velocity scales in the x and y directions
w Width
b Variation of the Coriolis parameter with lati-

tude
f Boundary of the integration area
r Density
c Streamfunction (defined by ]c/]y 5 2uh; ]c/

]x 5 2yh)
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